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 This key is created for Professional... Know More About Chequechexpress by reading these Cheque Express Enterprise 7.0... Note: Copyright ©1999-2017 by C&C SUPPLY - All rights reserved. All other product or brand names are trademarks of their respective companies. PCFlute@aol.com will not be responsible for any of the information above. (PRODUCT) By purchasing this product you
will receive a C&C's Csops,Learn more about your Cheque Express Enterprise 7.0 Enterprise Retail Offer Get...Q: SQL Server: Inserting space after value I want to insert a space between a number and a unit, e.g. '12 MONTH' I have tried something like select CAST(0.5 as decimal(8,2)) as '0.5' So I get the result 0.5 I then want to add a space in between the '0.5' and 'MONTH', so I tried: select '0.5'

+'MONTH' But I get an error: Msg 102, Level 15, State 1, Line 1 Incorrect syntax near '0.5'. A: You can concatenate strings with spaces like this: Or you can remove the leading zeroes: select '0.5MONTH' See this question for more examples. Innovation Award: Nuvve NV, the doctor's mouse Nuvve NV was founded in 2009 by Belgian professor Guy De Mey as a spin-off of the Koninklijke
Universiteit Brussel. Nuvve is an independent Belgian R&D organisation, in which its core competencies are neurochemistry and mouse biology. However, its research base is more diverse than can be described within the limits of the specific projects listed below. Nuvve NV is concerned with developing new concepts to improve the diagnosis and treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, including

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In particular, the company focuses on the combination of innovative mouse models and neurochemical approaches to discover potential drug candidates. Nuvve is a very young company and is still growing. In their approach, the company combines and synthesises ‘ 82157476af
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